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A method to objectively identify and classify RFI is described in the paper for German c-band radar network. The method work properly and using it in close collaboration with German NRA leave to promising results.

I recommend the pubblication of the paper after minor revision.

As a general comment the description of section 2.1 is not so clear, so a more organised and cleaned presentation of how an RFI is identified and classified is needed.

Minor comments

1) line 22 - The sentence "Forecast models assimilate radar data." need to be better integrated in the text.

2) line 25 - (Deutscher Wetterdienst, DWD: - I don't understand why insert this. explain please

3) line 29 - add hereinafter before the acronym WRC-03
4) line 35 - add *hereinafter* before the acronym RFI

5) figure 4 what means TSG?

6) figure 8 Is not so clear what represent the color scale on the left? wht is the units?